Disciplinary Discussions Using Text Sets – Artifacts Folder Checklist

NAME: ____________________________________________________________

Text Set A – Topic: ______________________________________________

Lesson 1A: Review Constructive Conversation Skills
   Give One – Get One Graphic Organizer

Lesson 2A: Interacting with Visual Texts
   Note-Taking Graphic Organizer – Visual Texts

Lesson 3A: Close Reading of Written Text
   Copy of the Written Text: _________________________________________
   Close Reading – Paraphrase the Text

Lesson 4A: Interacting with Written Text
   Note-Taking Graphic Organizer – Written Text

Lesson 5A: Interacting with Song and Lyrics Text
   Copy of Song Lyrics
   Note-Taking Graphic Organizer – Song & Lyrics Text

Lesson 6A: Interacting with Video Text
   Note-Taking Graphic Organizer – Video

Lessons 7A: Guided Mini-Research Project
   Student Created Graphic Organizer

Lesson 8A: Work on the Project
   Mini-Research Project Planning Tool

Lesson 9A: Present the Project
   Oral Presentation Checklist

Lesson 10A: Critical Analysis Tasks
   Critical Analysis Tasks – Student Worksheet